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In daily life, people perform activities every moment differently from one another. Thus,
it is necessary to develop a robust system that can recognize human activities and cope with
their individual differences. In this article, we propose a new method of individualizing a
classifier by choosing the most suitable one based on the estimation of compatibility with a set
of classifiers, which we call compatibility-based classifier personalization (CbCP). To make
CbCP effective and reduce the burden on the user, the number of activities that a user needs to
perform to provide data should be as small as possible. We propose two methods of ranking
activities that are as effective in estimating the compatibility as using all activities: differencebased and correlation-based approaches. Additionally, we evaluated four methods of handling a
case when more than two classifiers have the same level of compatibility, i.e., multi-compatible
classifier handling, random choice, average compatibility reference, and ensemble classification
with and without weighting. An offline experiment was carried out using two public datasets, i.e.,
Physical Activity Monitoring for Aging People 2 (PAMAP2) and Daily Life Activities (DaLiAc),
to understand the characteristics of these methods. The results showed that the correlationbased method for activity ranking and the average compatibility reference for multi-compatible
classifier handling are the best combination in terms of classification performance, the burden
on the user, and computational complexity.

1.

Introduction

The noninvasive monitoring of human activities using mobile and wearable devices is
gaining considerable attention in various application domains such as fitness,(1) sports,(2)
healthcare,(3) and work performance management(4) owing to the enhanced computational
and processing capabilities of these devices. In general, machine learning and deep learning
technologies are used to identify an activity label of a particular time period,(5) in which
a recognition model is trained in advance using a dataset obtained from a certain number
of people. A single “recognizer” or “classifier” is often built for all prospective users,
which is commonly known as a user-independent(6) or one-fits-all (OFA) classifier.(7) The
generalizability of the person-independent classifier often poses an issue regarding real-world
*
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use because people have individual characteristics of movement and physical properties such
as age and gender. The recognition performance improves when a larger number of people
provide their data because of the increasing degree of heterogeneity.(1–10) Therefore, a large
number of people are required to make the recognition system robust for new users; however, it
is quite challenging to build a human activity recognition system from a large amount of data
with sufficient heterogeneity.
The other end of the classifier performance enhancement technique is to adjust the
recognition system to individual users. This is called a user-dependent or personalized
classifier approach. Personalization techniques have already been practically applied in webbased systems such as search and recommendation systems, in which the provided contents
are adjusted to individual users.(11) A straightforward approach is to ask the user to collect a
training dataset by himself/herself at the beginning of using the system; however, although
the effectiveness of this approach is well known(9,12–14) and a user-friendly user interface
may support the user with annotating collected data,(14) building a classifier from scratch
is burdensome for users, especially in cases of activities of people with diseases, such as
Parkinson’s disease, infrequently occurring activities of vulnerable people, such as falls of
children and elderly people, and activities that are difficult to achieve, such as running at the
speed of athletes.
Model adaptation techniques have been proposed to accelerate the personalization process.
A personalized activity recognition system can be made by adjusting the weights in fusing
multiple classifiers without the user’s intervention, which is considered to be a hyperparameter
adaptation approach.(15) The unsupervised adjustment of the thresholds of decision trees to the
user also fits this category.(16) These methods are challenging because the user’s intervention is
not assumed. In our previous work, a classifier personalization method was proposed to choose
one classifier from a classifier pool based on the compatibility with the target user, which we
called compatibility-based classifier personalization (CbCP).(17) Here, the term “compatibility”
represents the capacity of using a classifier trained without the target user as if it were trained
with his/her data. We assume that there is a compatible classifier for each user because typical
ways of performing activities exist in a group of people in general. Although a promising result
was obtained in a preliminary experiment,(17) a critical issue is that the compatibility metric is
calculated from data obtained from all types of activities. This means that a new user needs to
perform all activities at the beginning of using the system, which can be quite burdensome for
the user. Therefore, in this article, we propose a method of selecting effective activities from
an existing dataset, aiming at only listing a set of activities that have the same capability of
identifying a compatible classifier as that when selecting all activities.
We consider that CbCP is complementary to active learning.(18) In active learning, a
learning algorithm itself specifies unlabeled data for learning and a human annotator provides
labels as answers. Thus, the recognition system can gradually adapt to the user by starting with
a “semi-finished” or base classifier through the use of the device.(19) In Ref. 20, a framework
that accelerates active-learning-based personalization by choosing a semi-finished classifier
based on the compatibility with data given by the user was proposed. In the framework,
other components that support remembering the label anytime when the user is available and
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motivating the user to perform labeling were provided. Therefore, by incorporating effective
activity selection into the CbCP framework, the user’s burden would be significantly reduced.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, the notion of CbCP and
the extension of identifying a compatible classifier with a set of activities are presented. Also,
a method of ranking effective activities is proposed. Furthermore, experimental settings
including the description of datasets are presented. Section 3 shows the results and discussion,
which is followed by a conclusion in Sect. 4.

2.

Methods

In this section, we describe CbCP and the experimental methodology to evaluate the idea of
CbCP as well as its functional components.
2.1

Basic idea of CbCP

CbCP chooses the most compatible classifier based on information from the user at the
beginning of the system’s operation [Fig. 1(a)], rather than using a single common classifier
provided for all users [Fig. 1(b)]. The metric of compatibility can be any metric that shows
classification performance characteristics according to the design of the recognition system
such as accuracy and F-measure (F1-score). The same features are used for classification and
for calculating compatibility. The classifiers whose compatibility metrics are evaluated for
selection are called candidate classifiers or simply candidates. The candidate classifiers can
be formed in many ways, such as by taking any possible combination of people who provide
training data and making groups from all the data as heterogeneous as possible to match as
many users as possible. By contrast, in a traditional method, only one classifier is built from all
collected data and shared with all the users, which is often called OFA classifier formation.
Let us assume that there are N candidate classifiers with the names Ci∈[1, N ] and that the
compatibility between a new user and a candidate classifier Ci using the data of an entire set of
target activity A is represented as MA,i. The classifier to be used for the user is represented as

(a)
Fig. 1.

(b)

Schematic diagrams of (a) CbCP-based classification and (b) OFA-based classification.
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Ck∈K A, where KA, a set of classifier indices, is defined by Eq. (1). KA may contain the indices
of more than two classifiers that have the same compatibility with the user’s data. Therefore,
any element in the set can be chosen as the classifier to be used in such a case. Note that this
principle is extended in the next section.


K A = arg max M A,i 
 i∈[1, N ]


(1)

The notion of CbCP can be applied to hierarchical classifier formation, which deals with
a microscopic view of compatibility, i.e., per group of activities. A hierarchical classification
consists of more than two layers of classifiers. The top layer has one classifier, while the lower
layers have more than two classifiers that classify more concrete activities with increasing layer
depth. The hierarchical approach is expected to improve the overall classification performance
because the compatibility becomes more concrete for a particular group of activities. In our
previous work,(17,21) the effectiveness of CbCP over OFA was examined, in which the data of all
supported classes, i.e., activities, were used for calculating the compatibility. The result showed
that the CbCP approach outperformed the OFA approach in both flat and hierarchical methods.
2.2

CbCP using a subset of target activities

In the above basic idea, the compatibility metric is calculated using the data of all activities.
This indicates that a new user is requested to perform all the activities to collect data for this
purpose. In the case of activity recognition with a large number of activities, the burden on a
user would be large. Thus, the activities the user is asked to do should be limited, which we
assume to be determined in advance in a manner presented in Sect. 2.3. In this section, the
formulation of the classifier personalization based on the selection of a candidate classifier with
limited activities is presented.
The candidate classifiers (Ci) are trained with data of all activities in set A. The
compatibility metric (MA',i) can be calculated using the data of subset A' of an entire activity
set A. Referring to Eq. (1), the set with the most compatible classifiers calculated from activity
subset A' is represented by KA'. Unlike the case in which an entire activity set A can be used
in the compatibility calculation process, it does not mean that either one of the classifiers
C j∈K A′ can be used because the calculated compatibility MA',i is not identical to MA,i. Thus,
an actual classification performance may vary depending on the classifier(s) finally used.
This requires appropriate handling methods in the case that multiple candidates have the
greatest compatibility, which we call the multi-compatible classifier handling method, and
we propose three approaches: (1) random choice, (2) average compatibility reference, and (3)
ensemble classification. Figure 2 illustrates these approaches, which assume that two candidate
classifiers, C1 and C3, have the same compatibility regarding the subset of activities A', i.e.,
MA',1 = MA',3.
The random choice approach is very straightforward: one candidate classifier (Ckˆ ) is
rnd
selected randomly at the beginning or at any time during use. kˆ given by Eq. (2) is the index
rnd
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(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. Flows of multi-compatible classifier handling methods with an assumption that two classifiers (C1 and C3)
have the same values of compatibility: (a) random choice, (b) average compatibility reference, and (c) ensemble
classification.

of the chosen classifier and random is a function that returns an index in set KA'. An actual
classification is carried out using Ckˆ . In Fig. 2(a), C3 is chosen for use in the classification.
rnd

=
kˆrnd random ( K A′ )

(2)

The average compatibility reference is a deterministic approach defined by Eq. (3), in which

kˆave and M A,i are the index of the chosen classifier and the average compatibility of classifiers

Ci, respectively. The average compatibility is assumed to be the compatibility for a general
population, not that for a particular person. The average compatibilities are calculated using an
existing dataset, in which the data obtained from an individual person are used for constructing
the candidate classifiers. In Fig. 2(b), let us assume that four persons (P1, P2, P3, and P4)
provided their data to train three classifiers, C1, C2, and C3. For example, the data from P1 are
used to train C1, while C2 is trained using the data from P2 and P3. Each classifier is tested with
the data of each person, and the resultant compatibilities are averaged. In the example in Fig. 2,
KA' consists of the indices of classifiers 1 and 3. Thus, by comparing the average compatibilities
M and M , i.e., 0.8 and 0.7, respectively, the index of the chosen candidate kˆ is 1, and
A,1

A,3

ave

thus C1 is used for this user. Note that, in practice, the compatibility of a classifier trained by
data including those of the person to be tested is excluded in the averaging process because the
condition is nonrealistic. In practice, the data of a new user are not included in the training
data. Thus, the compatibility obtained in such a way needs to be eliminated. Although there
can be more than two kˆ even in this case, any element in the set can be used for the same
ave

reason as in Sect. 2.1, and the classification is carried out using one of the Ckˆ .
ave
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kˆave = arg max M A,i
i∈K A′

(3)

The ensemble classification approach utilizes all candidates in KA'. Ensemble classification
in this case involves calculating average subsequent probabilities over the candidates and
finding the activity that has the maximum posterior probability, which is often called soft
voting in an ensemble classification paradigm.(22) Let the posterior probability of class ac for a
given feature vector f calculated by classifier Cs be represented by ps(ac | f ) and w be the weight
vector. The posterior probability of ensemble classifier (pens(ac | f )) is obtained as Eq. (4), in
which ws represents the normalized weight assigned to classifier Cs. The class that has the
largest posterior probability (al) is chosen as the output of the classifier as shown in Eq. (5).
Regarding the weighting, we propose two approaches: unweighted and weighted approaches.
In the unweighted approach, the outputs of classifiers are just averaged, so it can be regarded
as an equal-weighted approach. By contrast, we use the average compatibilities ( M A,i∈K A′)
via normalization as weights in the weighted approach, in which the outputs of classifiers
with larger weights are more likely to be reflected in the final decision. Figure 2(c) shows
the structure of the ensemble classifier (Cens) using two classifiers C1 and C3 and the activity
recognition process.
pens
=
(ac | f )

∑ s∈K

A′

ws ⋅ ps (ac | f )

l = arg max pens (ac | f )
c∈[1, L ]
2.3

(4)
(5)

Estimating effectiveness of individual activities

The compatibility of a classifier is obtained by using the data of all activities, which means
that a new user is requested to perform the activities at the very beginning of the system. When
the number of activities is large, it is burdensome for the user. To address this issue, the number
of activities should be reduced. In other words, a subset of activities, which represents the
compatibility equivalent to that obtained using all activities, should be found. Such limited
activities are regarded as “effective”. We propose two approaches to estimate the effectiveness
of an individual activity: difference-based and correlation-based approaches.
2.3.1 Difference-based approach
A metric of the effectiveness of an activity is represented by the gap between the maximum
compatibility obtained using all activities ( Mˆ ) and the estimated compatibility using a single
A

activity ( Mˆ a∈A), as shown in Eq. (6), in which Mˆ A is represented by Eq. (7). Mˆ a represents the

overall compatibility assuming that the candidate(s) having the highest compatibility obtained
using activity a is utilized to classify the data of all activities. First, a set of classifier indices
with the highest compatibility with respect to activity a is identified. This means that KA' in
Sect. 2.2 is obtained, in which A' consists of only one activity a. Then, by following the multi-
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compatible classifier handling methods, kˆrnd and kˆave are obtained for M a ,kˆ and M a ,kˆ , which
rnd
ave
correspond to Mˆ of the random choice and average compatibility reference methods,
a

respectively. Moreover, Mˆ a for the ensemble classification approach is obtained as a result

of classifying the data of all activities using the ensemble classifier (Cens) consisting of all the
classifiers in KA'. An ideal case is that the difference (δa) is zero, meaning that the classifier
estimated with the data of a particular activity a has equivalent classification performance to
that chosen using the data of all activities.

=
δ a Mˆ A − Mˆ a

(6)

Mˆ A = max M A,i
i∈[1, N ]

(7)

The hyperparameters in machine learning models are often determined automatically by
testing possible combinations as well as empirically. In automatic hyperparameter tuning, a
technique called cross-validation is often utilized. We perform leave-one-person-out crossvalidation (LOPO-CV) to specify the most effective activity. Figure 3 shows this process. Let
us assume that an entire dataset consists of the data obtained from P persons. The candidate
classifiers are trained by the data from P − 1 persons (from P2 to PP in the first column of Fig. 3,
for example), while the data from one particular person (P1 in this case) is used to calculate the
compatibility metric M and the associated δa for activity a. This process is repeated P times by
changing the target person and the average δ a is obtained. The average values are calculated for
all activities in the activity set (A). A smaller δ a value indicates that the corresponding activity
is more effective.
2.3.2 Correlation-based approach
The second approach is to use the correlation between the compatibility using all activities (MA,i)
and that using a particular activity a (Ma,i). The idea behind this approach is that an activity

Fig. 3.

LOPO-CV scheme for calculating the metric of effectiveness of particular activity (δa).
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that has a higher correlation with the compatibility using all activities should be more likely
to represent the global characteristics of all target activities. We use the Pearson correlation
coefficient to represent the correlation. ra is calculated from all combinations of P persons and
candidate classifiers (Ci), as illustrated in Fig. 4. Given that there are N candidate classifiers
and P persons in the collected dataset, up to N × P compatibility metrics are obtained. As
described in Sect. 2.2, the compatibility between the data from a person and a classifier trained
by the data containing his/her data was excluded when calculating the value. The effectiveness
increases with ra. Unlike the difference-based approach, the correlation-based approach does
not need to specify the classifiers to be used. In other words, the effectiveness metric (ra) is
directly calculated from MA,i and Ma,i and does not depend on the multi-compatible classifier
handling method, making the calculation process simpler than the difference-based approach.
2.4

Experiment

The objectives of the experiment are to evaluate (1) the effectiveness of CbCP using limited
activities for specifying a compatible classifier(s), (2) the effectiveness of the methods of
ranking activities, and (3) the effectiveness of the methods of handling multiple candidates that
have the same compatibility.
2.4.1 Methodology
The first objective is addressed by confirming that the classification performance using a
compatible classifier(s) chosen by limited activities is better than that obtained by both an OFA
classifier and CbCP using all activities. The classification performance for CbCP is calculated
by changing the size of the effective activity subset A'. Thus, prior to the calculation, the
effectiveness of individual activities is evaluated in the ways proposed in Sect. 2.3. The activity
subset A' is extended in order from the most effective one. Thus, given that L activities are
subject to recognition, the size of A' varies from one to L. The size L is a special case in which
all activities are used, i.e., A' = A, and the most burdensome for the user. If the classification
performance using a reduced activity subset is higher than that with the OFA classifier, CbCP

Fig. 4. Scheme for calculating Pearson’s correlation coefficient (ra) between the compatibility obtained using the
data of all activities (MA,i) and that obtained using the data of a particular activity a (Ma,i).
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will be proved to be a feasible solution for obtaining a good classification result, where the
user’s involvement is needed but limited.
Regarding the second objective, the difference-based effective activity estimation (Sect. 2.3.1)
and correlation-based estimation (Sect. 2.3.2) are compared with respect to the size of the
activity subset that shows comparable classification performance to the OFA classifier obtained
in the experiment for the first objective and to the case of all activities (A).
The third objective is verified by comparing four methods of handling multiple classifiers
presented in Sect. 2.2, i.e., random choice (RND), average compatibility reference (AVE),
weighted ensemble classification (ENS_W), and unweighted ensemble classification
(ENS_UW).
To realistically evaluate the classification performance, the data from a person used for a test
are not used in training candidate classifiers or in finding effective activities. The candidate
classifiers are generated by combining data from persons who are not subject to the test.
Suppose that the data from Q persons can be utilized as the training dataset, then the number
of candidate classifiers is

Q

∑ i=1 Q Ci.

The special case with i = Q represents the classifier being

trained by the data from all (Q) persons, which is equivalent to the case with OFA classification.
Note that the F-measure is used as the evaluation criterion throughout the experiment, which
is the harmonic mean of recall and precision. Recall is the ratio of the number of true positives, i.e.,
correctly classified cases, to the total number of positive cases, while precision is the ratio of
the number of true positives to the total number of cases classified as positive. We implement
an offline experiment system using the Application Programming Interface (API) of the Weka
machine-learning toolkit,(23) in which a Random Forest classifier is used as a classification
model. The number of estimators in Random Forest is set to 100.
2.4.2 Dataset and dataset-specific settings
To investigate the applicability of the proposed methods, we use two public datasets:
Physical Activity Monitoring for Aging People 2 (PAMAP2)(24) and Daily Life Activities
(DaLiAc).(25) The PAMAP2 dataset contains data of 18 different physical activities performed
by nine persons who wear three inertial measurement units (IMUs) and a cardiac rhythm
monitor. To calculate the compatibility metric, the data to be used should contain the same
activities. Therefore, we choose seven persons who have 10 common activities, which include
a wide variety of body movements and postures, as summarized in Table 1. The IMUs consist
Table 1
Numbers and names of activities in the two datasets used in the experiment.
Dataset
# of activities Activities (abbreviation)
ascending stairs (AS), ironing (IR), standing (ST), cycling (CY), lying (LY),
PAMAP2
10
vacuum cleaning (VC), descending stairs (DS), Nordic walking (NW),
walking (WK), sitting (SI)
sitting (SI), lying (LY), standing (ST), washing dishes (WS), vacuum cleaning (VC),
sweeping (SW), walking (WK), ascending stairs (AS), descending stairs (DS),
DaLiAc
13
treadmill running (TR), bicycling on ergometer w/ 50 W (CYL),
bicycling on ergometer w/ 100 W (CYH), rope jumping (RJ)
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of a three-axis accelerometer and a three-axis gyroscope with a sampling frequency of 100 Hz,
which were attached to the wrist, chest, and dominant side’s ankle, and a heart rate monitor
with a sampling frequency of up to 9 Hz. Although the sampling frequencies of the inertial and
heart rate sensors are different, data were recorded in one file synchronously, with the label “NaN”
for the nonsensing period of time of the heart rate sensor. Therefore, such periods of time are
linearly complemented using two adjacent measured values before feature calculation. The
features are calculated in a window of 512 samples (= 5.12 s) overlapping by 50% in accordance
with existing work on activity and context recognition.(24,26,27) Nine features from the time
and frequency domains, i.e., mean, median, standard deviation, peak, absolute integral, peak
frequency, power ratio of the frequency bands 0–2.75 and 0–5 Hz, energy, and spectral entropy,
are calculated for the x-, y-, and z-axes of the three accelerometers on the body. Additionally,
three Pearson correlation coefficients are included in the times series data. The data from the
heart rate sensor attached to the chest are used to calculate the mean and normalized mean,
resulting in 83 features in total.
The evaluation is carried out in the LOPO-CV scheme, in which the data of six persons
are utilized to train candidate classifiers, and the effectiveness of activities is evaluated using
the data of the six persons. This means that Q in Sect. 2.3.1 is six. The data of one remaining
person are used for the test. This process is iterated by changing the test person seven times
6

and an average F-measure is obtained. The number of candidate classifiers is 63 ( = ∑ i =1 6 Ci )

for each test person. The numbers of candidate classifiers, training persons, and test persons, as
well as the scheme of the test, are shown in Table 2.
The DaLiAc dataset consists of inertial sensor data captured from 19 persons performing
the 13 daily activities shown in Table 1. Four IMUs (three-axis accelerometers and three-axis
gyroscopes) are attached to the right hip, chest, right wrist, and left ankle. The sampling rate
is 204.8 Hz. The features are calculated in both the time and frequency domains in accordance
with Ref. 25. Four types of time domain features, i.e., minimum, maximum, and mean
amplitudes and the variance of amplitudes, are utilized. As frequency domain features, the
spectral centroid and bandwidth are used. The six features are calculated for each axis of one
sensor node. Additionally, energy is calculated for the sensor types, i.e., the accelerometer and
gyroscope, of a sensor node. The total number of features is 152. A window consisting of 1024
samples (= 5 s) is slid with 50% overlap. Among 19 persons, we specify 13 persons whose data
contain at least 10 feature vectors per activity.
Unlike the case with PAMAP2, we split a group of 13 persons into a training group of six
persons and a test group of seven persons. Therefore, the number of candidate classifiers is 63.
These numbers are shown in Table 2. The average F-measure of seven persons is calculated.
The rationale behind this decision is to keep the number of candidate classifiers small; the
number of candidate classifiers in the case of Q = 12 reaches 4095, which would require a huge

Table 2
Numbers and test schemes in the experiment.
Dataset
# of candidates
# of training persons
PAMAP2
63
6
DaLiAc
63
6

# of test persons
7
7

Test scheme
Leave-one-person-out CV
Split training and test groups
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amount of time for training and evaluation. The formation of an effective candidate classifier is
required to reduce the number of classifiers, which will be a target of future work.

3.

Results and Discussion

3.1

Effectiveness of CbCP using limited activities in identifying compatible classifier

3.1.1 Effective activities for estimating overall maximum compatibility
Figure 5 shows the metrics indicating the effectiveness of individual activities for
estimating the overall maximum compatibility ( Mˆ ) obtained by the (a) difference-based and
A

(b) correlation-based approaches in the PAMAP2 dataset. The values in Fig. 5(a) represent
δ a as defined in Sect. 2.3.1, which is the difference between the maximum compatibility
obtained using all activities ( Mˆ ) and the estimated one using activity a ( Mˆ ). The values are
A

a

the averages of seven persons in the training dataset, and each bar represents the method of
handling multiple compatible classifiers. A lower value indicates a more effective activity. For
RND, Nordic walking was the most effective activity (0.039), followed by lying (0.049) and
descending stairs (0.059). This means that the classifier chosen with the data of Nordic walking
based on RND is inferior to that using all activity data by 0.039 (3.9%) in terms of classifying
the test data. Nordic walking is also the most effective activity in AVE, with a value of 0.030,
followed by lying (0.034) and descending stairs (0.046). In the case of the ensemble methods,
lying is the most effective activity, followed by Nordic walking and descending stairs. The
three most effective activities are common to all multi-compatible classifier handling methods.
Additionally, the least effective activity, i.e., sitting, is also common to the different methods.
Note that, as described in Sect. 2.3.1, the difference-based approach calculates the F-measure
using the compatible classifier(s) found by a single activity. Thus, the average difference (δ a) is
obtained by the handling method.
The value in Fig. 5(b) is Pearson’s correlation coefficient (ra) between the compatibility
using all activities (MA,i) and that using a particular activity a (Ma,i) as defined in Sect. 2.3.2.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. (Color online) Effectiveness of individual activity in PAMAP2 dataset: (a) difference-based and (b)
correlation-based approaches. Note that, in the difference-based method, a smaller value indicates a more effective
activity, while in the correlation-based method, a larger value indicates a greater effectiveness.
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A higher value indicates that the compatibility using the particular activity is more strongly
correlated with that using all activities and thus more preferable. Since the correlation-based
approach does not depend on the handling method, the bar shows the average ra of six persons.
From the figure, we can confirm that Nordic walking is the most effective activity (0.803),
followed by walking (0.648) and sitting (0.629), and vacuum cleaning is the least effective (−0.259).
Figure 6 shows the effectiveness metrics per activity in the DaLiAc dataset. The way
of reading the figure is the same as that of Fig. 5. Generally, treadmill running shows
effectiveness in both the difference- and correlation-based approaches, i.e., it is the fourth (0.058),
first (0.026), third (0.023), and second (0.023) most effective activity in RND, AVE, ENS_UW,
and ENS_W, respectively, as well as the third (0.503) in the correlation-based approach. Rope
jumping is also effective in AVE (0.028), ENS_UW (0.023), and ENS_W (0.023), but ineffective
in the correlation-based approach (0.072).
Since the F-measure is calculated on the basis of the classification of the data containing all
activities, the value depends on the dataset consisting of different activities. Thus, it is natural
that the order of effective activities varies, which means that the effectiveness of activities must
be evaluated for each dataset. The comparison between the difference-based and correlationbased approaches is presented in Sect. 3.2.
3.1.2 Classification performance by changing size of effective activity subset in identifying
compatible classifier
The effectiveness of CbCP with limited activities over OFA-based classification is
evaluated with regard to the F-measure by extending the activity subset A' in order of the
effectiveness of activity. The F-measures corresponding to the PAMAP2 and DaLiAc datasets
are summarized in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. In each figure, (a) presents the result of the
difference-based effectiveness estimation, while that of the correlation-based estimation is
presented in (b). The five lines in each figure present the four types of handling method in
the case that there are more than two elements in KA' in addition to OFA. An F-measure of 1
indicates the performance in which the most effective activity was used to identify a compatible
classifier(s), while the rightmost values (10 and 13 for PAMAP2 and DaLiAc, respectively) are

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. (Color online) Effectiveness of individual activity in DaLiAc dataset: (a) difference-based and (b)
correlation-based approaches. Note that in the difference-based method, a smaller value indicates a more effective
activity, while in the correlation-based method, a larger value indicates a greater effectiveness.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 7. (Color online) Relationship between number of activities and F-measure in PAMAP2 dataset: (a)
difference-based and (b) correlation-based approaches.

the performances in which the data of all activities are used. Note that the number of activities
is specific to CbCP, and thus the OFA-based approach is not related to the number. However,
for comparison, the line for the OFA-based approach, which is distinguished from the others by
a line without a marker, is shown in the figures.
As described in Sect. 2.4.2, the evaluation on PAMAP2 was carried out with the LOPO-CV
scheme. Thus, the effectiveness of individual activities varies among the test persons. Table 3
shows the median rank of effectiveness of the test persons. The rank indicates the order of
adding to the activity subset A'. Here, DIFF and CORR represent the difference-based and
correlation-based activity effectiveness estimation methods, respectively. In the case of DIFF,
the four types of multi-compatible classifier handling methods used in conjunction with the
difference-based method are presented individually. In the case of DaLiAc, the persons in the
entire dataset were split into the training and test data groups. Therefore, the effectiveness of
individual activities is common within the multi-compatible classifier handling methods, as
summarized in Table 4 by referring to Fig. 6.
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0.938
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0.937

Number of activities to be asked to the user

(b)
Fig. 8. (Color online) Relationship between number of activities and F-measure in DaLiAc dataset: (a) differencebased approach and (b) correlation-based approach.
Table 3
Median ranks of effectiveness representing the orders of adding to the activity subset A' in the PAMAP2 dataset.
Method
AS IR ST CY LY VC DS NW WK SI
DIFF+ENS_UW
7
6
7
6
1
9
3
2
4
10
DIFF+ENS_W
7
6
7
5
1
8
3
2
4
10
DIFF+RND
8
6
6
6
2
9
3
1
4
10
DIFF+AVE
8
6
7
4
3
8
5
1
4
10
CORR
6
7
4
9
7
10
5
1
2
3
Table 4
Median ranks of effectiveness representing the orders of adding to the activity subset A' in the DaLiAc dataset.
Method
SI LY ST WS VC SW WK AS DS TR CYL CYH RJ
DIFF+ENS_UW
11
4
7
6
5
8
1 10
9
3
13
12
2
DIFF+ENS_W
11
4
7
5
6
7
1
9 10
2
13
12
3
DIFF+RND
11
7
2
6
3
5
12 10
1
4
13
9
8
DIFF+AVE
6
5
7
3
4
12
9 10
8
1
13
11
2
CORR
2 11
8
4
13
1
10
6
5
3
9
7
12

As shown in the figures, the performance generally increases with the number of activities.
The rightmost values are the performances in which all the data are used to find candidate
classifiers ( Mˆ A), which are regarded as ground truth or target values. In the case of the
PAMAP2 dataset, the value is 0.921, which is much higher than that of OFA (0.898). This
means that CbCP is more effective than the traditional approach if a user provides data of all
activities at the beginning of the system use. With increasing size of the activity subset, the
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performance exceeds that of OFA. This is considered to be a break-even point (BEP) of CbCP.
For example, in Fig. 7(a), the BEPs of ENS_UW and ENS_W are observed in the case with three
activities, and the F-measure is 0.901. In other words, three activities are required for a higher
performance than OFA. According to Table 3, they are lying, Nordic walking, and descending
stairs, although the orders in the ranking represent the medians for the test subjects and may be
slightly different in an actual calculation. In Fig. 7(b), the performances in the case with seven
activities in ENS_UW, ENS_W, and AVE are equivalent to those of the case with all activities, i.e.,
0.921. The user’s burden of performing activities can be reduced by three activities to obtain
the full benefit of CbCP, which could be vacuum cleaning, cycling, and lying or ironing.
A similar tendency can be found in the case of the DaLiAc dataset (Fig. 8). The BEPs of
ENS_UW and ENS_W are found in the case of four activities (0.889), in which the activity
subsets comprise walking, treadmill running, rope jumping, and lying as shown in Table
4. Even using 12 activities, there are still gaps compared with the case with all 13 activities,
although the F-measures themselves are much higher than that obtained by the OFA classifier.
By contrast, in the correlation-based effective activity estimation method, the BEPs correspond
to seven activities, and the gap between the case of all activities (0.937) and the case of using
nine activities is 0.003. This means that it is not necessary to perform vacuum cleaning, rope
jumping, lying, and walking.
3.2

Methods of calculating effectiveness metric in estimating compatibility

As described in Sect. 3.1, the difference-based and correlation-based approaches resulted
in different orders of effectiveness of individual activities asked of the user. By looking at
Figs. 7 and 8, we find that the correlation-based approach tends to reach the BEP earlier than
the difference-based approach in both the PAMAP2 and DaLiAc datasets, and also reaches a
comparable value to the all-activity cases. For example, in the case of PAMAP2, the selection
of a compatible classifier(s) using seven activities showed an F-measure of 0.920 or 0.921 in the
correlation-based approach [Fig. 7(b)], while no subset of activities, which was comparable to
all-activity cases in the difference-based approach, existed [Fig. 7(a)]. Thus, we consider that
the correlation-based approach provides better results than the difference-based approach.
Note that the proposed method deals with ranking the effectiveness of individual activities,
which means that the effectiveness does not necessarily represent that of a subset as a whole.
Therefore, a subset evaluation method needs to be investigated to identify the best subset
activity. We can apply the feature (or attribute) subset evaluation techniques in machine
learning.
3.3

Handling methods of multi-compatible classifiers

In Sect. 2.2, four types of methods that handle the issue of multi-compatible classifiers
were introduced, i.e., RND, AVE, ENS_UW, and ENS_W, which occurs when more than
two classifiers are found to have the same compatibility. The average numbers of compatible
classifiers under all experimental conditions were 2.0 and 9.1 for the PAMAP2 and DaLiAc
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datasets, respectively. Additionally, the average number of compatible classifiers per size of
the activity subsets, i.e., the number of activities required to find a compatible classifier, as well
as per activity effectiveness estimation method, is shown in Fig. 9. As shown in the figure,
the number of compatible classifiers decreases as the number of activities asked of the user
increases. We consider that this is because the diversity of the data increases with the number
of activities and that of the test data themselves increases, preventing the F-measure from taking
the same value.
By taking into account the discussion in Sect. 3.1.2 that the number of activities that go
beyond BEP appears in the latter half of the number of activities, the number of compatible
classifiers is one or two. For example, the average values in PAMAP2 are 1.1 and 1.3 for the
difference-based and correlation-based effectiveness estimation methods using seven activities,
while those of DaLiAc are 1.0 and 1.0 using 12 and nine activities, respectively. Thus, the
impact of the multi-compatible classifier handling method seems to be limited in the two
datasets.
Nevertheless, we discuss the characteristics of the methods for their future use in other
datasets. As shown in Figs. 7 and 8, RND often outperforms other methods with a medium to a
large number of activities in the difference-based approach, such as seven and nine in PAMAP2
and 10 and 11 in DaLiAc; however, the value of RND is an average of the results of individual
classifications under a condition that only one classifier is used at a time. In other words, it is an
expected value of randomly chosen classifiers. Thus, the result could be lower than the average
value in some cases. By contrast, the other three methods are deterministic and showed almost
the same F-measures when the number of activities was larger than the BEP. By considering
the principle of ensemble classification, the computational complexity depends on the number
of classifiers. If two classifiers are used, the computational complexity is doubled, and the
fusion of the outputs of the two classifiers is an extra process compared with a single-classifier
approach. AVE utilizes only one classifier at a time. Thus, we recommend the use of AVE,
which has a low computational complexity. By combining AVE with the correlation-based
approach, the number of activities can be reduced while keeping the classification performance
comparable to the all-activity case.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. (Color online) Average numbers of compatible classifiers found by using the data of k-activities: (a)
PAMAP2 and (b) DaLiAc datasets.
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Conclusion

In this article, we proposed an activity recognition system that finds a classifier(s) for each
user in a set of pretrained ones (candidate classifiers). The idea behind this approach is that
there should exist a suitable classifier for each user, which we call a compatible classifier. The
process of finding such a classifier is called CbCP. The compatibility can be best calculated
using all activities supported in the recognition system; however, asking every user to perform
all activities is burdensome for him/her. Thus, we investigated the difference-based and
correlation-based approaches to estimating the effectiveness of activities to identify a subset
of activities that are comparable to the case where all target activities are used. However, the
classifier selection process may find more than two classifiers that have the same compatibility.
Thus, we attempt to resolve this multi-compatible classifier issue by proposing four approaches:
random choice, average compatibility reference, and ensemble classification with and without
weighting.
Offline experiments were carried out to evaluate the proposed methods using two public
datasets: PAMAP2 and DaLiAc. We compared the classification performance, i.e., F-measure,
with that obtained by a traditional single classifier (OFA classifier). Also, the performance upon
changing the number of activities to find a suitable classifier(s) was compared. The findings
throughout the experiment are summarized as follows:
• CbCP outperforms the OFA approach. For example, the maximum F-measures for CbCP
and OFA in the PAMAP2 dataset are 0.921 and 0.898, respectively.
• The correlation-based approach reaches a comparable level to an all-activity case faster than
the difference-based approach. For example, nine activities are required in the correlationbased approach, while all activities need to be used in the difference-based approach in the
DaLiAc dataset.
• The number of compatible classifiers found in the classifier selection process is found to
be less than two on average. This indicates that the impact of the number of compatible
classifiers on the different multi-compatible classifier handling methods is limited.
By considering the computational complexity, we can conclude that the combination of
correlation-based activity effectiveness estimation and the average compatibility reference for
multi-compatible classifier handling should be used.
As future work, an efficient subset evaluation method needs to be investigated to find the
best subset of activities. Furthermore, an effective candidate classifier generation method needs
to be investigated to reduce the number of classifiers required to calculate the compatibility.
In addition, compatible classifiers should be efficiently found in a large number of candidate
classifiers without evaluating all candidates. Addressing these two issues would improve the
processing speed when a user first uses the system.
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